Introduction
============

Nanoparticles (NPs) have been successfully adopted in electronics, food and agriculture, biosensing, and some areas of nanomedicine; however, their translation to clinical oncology remains limited.[@b1-ijn-13-4727] Although nanomedicine-based drug delivery has been dominating the field of cancer research over the past decade, only a dozen US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved NPs are currently available.[@b2-ijn-13-4727] As such, there is a growing need for novel NPs in oncology to improve drug delivery for cancer treatment, mainly through target-driven design.[@b3-ijn-13-4727] Currently, poor patient outcomes are attributed in part to the low stability, drug solubility and bioavailability, poor pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) parameters, aspecific distribution, cytotoxicity, and chemoresistance that are characteristic of traditional chemotherapeutic agents.[@b4-ijn-13-4727],[@b5-ijn-13-4727] As a result, nanomedicine-based drug delivery has been of increasing research interest because NPs have been shown to substantially improve the therapeutic efficacy of chemotherapeutic agents by overcoming the various anatomical, physiological, chemical, and clinical barriers associated with intravenous drug administration.[@b4-ijn-13-4727] However, the lack of efficacy in the clinic has made innovative NP-design and -delivery approaches increasingly important in the translation of these promising therapies from bench to bedside.

Recent trends in NP design suggest that there is a focus on multifunctional targeting or "smart" delivery, which incorporates multiple complementary targeting strategies, including passive, active, and stimuli-responsive targeting.[@b6-ijn-13-4727],[@b7-ijn-13-4727] The addition of extended drug-release properties could further improve multifunctional targeting, whereby smart extended-release NPs (SER NPs) can provide additional physiological and clinical benefits, particularly in the treatment of cancer, where drug delivery poses significant challenges.[@b8-ijn-13-4727] SER NPs can be modified with active and stimuli-responsive targeting to take into account the pathophysiological characteristics of the tumor, and can be matched to the patient's lifestyle by modifying the desired length and duration of extended release. As such, SER NPs represent a promising option in advancing the field of personalized medicine.

Despite the abundance of promising preclinical evidence for several NP formulations, there has been limited clinical advancement. This limitation is attributed to the tendency of NPs to accumulate in the liver and spleen, their low therapeutic efficiency inside tumors, and barriers associated with NP entry into the cell.[@b9-ijn-13-4727],[@b10-ijn-13-4727] The widespread use of NPs in cancer therapy has also been precluded due to traditional NPs exhibiting suboptimal stability in the body, slow intracellular drug release, low accumulation in tumor sites, and low cellular uptake and aspecific targeting.[@b5-ijn-13-4727] Furthermore, the complexity of the multistep process required for NP preparation, safety of the components involved, and stability of the final product contribute to the barriers that limit the use of NPs in clinical practice.[@b1-ijn-13-4727]

This review aims to briefly summarize the physiological and clinical relevance and characteristics of SER NPs. We introduce and describe new advancements in nanodelivery systems that have either successfully combined both approaches or display the potential to do so in hopes of improving the efficacy of delivering chemotherapeutic agents to patients. Here, the particular focus is on the recently developed folic acid (FA)-functionalized nanopolymer (FA--diaminobutyric acid \[DABA\]--styrene-*alt*-maleic anhydride \[SMA\]), as well as injectable Pickering emulsions (IPEs), due to their novelty and particular relevance in cancer therapy. We discuss the application of SER NPs in the context of benefits and drawbacks of increasingly complex NP systems, which have the potential to advance the field of cancer treatment and delivery.

Smart nanoparticles
===================

NP drug-delivery systems that can release the drug in response to specific physiological triggers, at the appropriate time, and at the correct target site are referred to as smart NPs.[@b11-ijn-13-4727] For this review, smart NPs refer to those incorporating all three delivery strategies: passive, active, and stimuli-responsive targeting,[@b6-ijn-13-4727] as summarized in [Figure 1](#f1-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="fig"}. The enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, or passive targeting, is the most basic targeting strategy employed by smart NPs.[@b12-ijn-13-4727] The EPR effect and its limitations have been reviewed extensively elsewhere.[@b6-ijn-13-4727],[@b9-ijn-13-4727],[@b13-ijn-13-4727]--[@b18-ijn-13-4727] Briefly, the EPR effect is a complex phenomenon dictated by the degree of leaky tumor vascularization and poor lymphatic draining that varies significantly between tumor types, anatomical sites, and patients.[@b14-ijn-13-4727],[@b15-ijn-13-4727],[@b17-ijn-13-4727],[@b19-ijn-13-4727] However, the high intestinal fluid pressure in tumors can prevent successful uptake and homogenous drug distribution.[@b16-ijn-13-4727],[@b18-ijn-13-4727] Long-circulating liposomes, polymers, and micelles are examples of NPs that take advantage of the leaky vasculature of tumors that ultimately allows for the entrapment and accumulation of NPs.[@b19-ijn-13-4727]--[@b21-ijn-13-4727]

Active targeting
================

The delivery of NPs can be enhanced by functionalizing NPs with a variety of targeting molecules that are commonly over-expressed on malignant cells, such as carbohydrates, antibodies, and ligands.[@b6-ijn-13-4727],[@b22-ijn-13-4727] Specific examples of targeting moieties used to functionalize NPs are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="table"}. The efficacy of active targeting is restricted to the treatment of tumors expressing a high level of the targeted biomarker, requiring a thorough understanding of the target tumor, or patient stratification.[@b3-ijn-13-4727],[@b23-ijn-13-4727] There are several classes of NPs in development that employ active targeting strategies. However, apart from denileukin diftitox (an engineered protein combining IL2 and diphtheria toxin), which was approved in 2008 but clinically discontinued in 2016, there have not been any FDA-approved NPs using active targeting in the treatment of cancer.[@b20-ijn-13-4727],[@b24-ijn-13-4727] The lack of clinical application may be due to the reported significant dose loss due to lysosomal digestion following receptor-mediated endocytosis, aspecificity of the targeting ligand, and immunogenicity of the targeting ligand, all of which lead to blood clearance.[@b25-ijn-13-4727] Therefore, it is imperative that there is ongoing research exploring methods of overcoming these limitations, as well as incorporating designs that achieve optimal biodistribution and metabolism for maximal drug delivery and efficacy.[@b25-ijn-13-4727]

Stimuli-responsive targeting
============================

Smart NPs may undergo physicochemical structural changes that result in drug release at a particular time and location when exposed to external stimuli, such as heat, pH changes, light, electric/magnetic fields, and ultrasound.[@b1-ijn-13-4727],[@b6-ijn-13-4727],[@b11-ijn-13-4727] These structural changes are a particularly important characteristic of smart NPs, as they allow for the potential to exploit the inherent characteristics of the tumor microenvironment (TME). NPs that contain pendant acidic or basic groups that accept or release protons in response to pH changes are deemed "pH-sensitive" and take advantage of the acidic pH characteristic of tumor cells (6.5--6.8), or endosomes/lysosomes (4.0--6.3).[@b11-ijn-13-4727],[@b26-ijn-13-4727]--[@b29-ijn-13-4727] pH-responsive targeting is advantageous due to its suitability for the delivery of thermolabile drugs; however, a lack of toxicity data on pH-sensitive delivery is a drawback of this targeting strategy.[@b11-ijn-13-4727]

Physiological importance of smart-nanoparticle drug delivery
============================================================

Smart NP-delivery systems are advantageous because they have the potential to overcome some of the physiological obstacles faced by traditional chemotherapeutics, summarized in [Figure 2](#f2-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="fig"}. These obstacles include, but are not limited to, renal filtration, hepatic degradation, high tumor-cell density, high interstitial fluid pressure, and drug-efflux pumps.[@b4-ijn-13-4727] As previously discussed, through multiple levels of targeting, smart NPs can preferentially accumulate at the site of the tumor, achieving higher therapeutic indices.[@b58-ijn-13-4727]

Active targeting has been shown to enhance therapeutic efficiency by minimizing off-target effects and reducing the amount of drug that must be administered to achieve a therapeutic response.[@b6-ijn-13-4727] For instance, loaded FA-functionalized, pH-sensitive polymeric micelles and transferrin-conjugated NPs exhibit higher efficacy compared to their respective free drugs in drug-resistant mouse models.[@b59-ijn-13-4727]--[@b61-ijn-13-4727] NPs employing active targeting have also been reported to enhance siRNA delivery to tumors compared to traditional NPs that lack active targeting properties.[@b62-ijn-13-4727] FDA-approved *nab*-paclitaxel, an albumin-based formulation of paclitaxel (Ptx), has significantly enhanced the therapeutic index of solvent-based Ptx and prompted further research into albumin-based targeting strategies for other chemotherapeutics, such as docetaxel.[@b63-ijn-13-4727] These examples of NPs employing active-targeting strategies will be discussed in detail under the section on the clinical importance of smart-NP drug delivery.

Owing to higher drug concentrations achieved by active targeting compared to passive targeting, active-targeting strategies have been suggested to show improved therapeutic efficacy due to improved drug penetration.[@b64-ijn-13-4727] However, it has been postulated that coordinating targeting approaches may provide a solution to poor tumor penetration in instances where active targeting does not achieve effective drug accumulation.[@b65-ijn-13-4727] As such, the incorporation of stimuli-responsive targeting is becoming an increasingly popular trend in NP design, as it has been shown to accelerate drug release, improve cellular binding and internalization, and lead to more efficient drug perfusion throughout the tumor volume.[@b66-ijn-13-4727] Additionally, stimuli-responsive delivery is also used to achieve controlled release, which is critical for steady-state drug delivery.[@b18-ijn-13-4727] Controlled drug release has been reported to reduce the toxic side effects of drugs and improve the function of insoluble drugs, such as doxorubicin.[@b67-ijn-13-4727]

High tumor-cell density has been an obstacle in the treatment of many cancers, due to their characteristically dense TME. Most notably, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) possesses an impenetrable stroma due to its fibrotic nature, in addition to hypovascular and hypoperfused tumor vessels, all of which contribute to increased interstitial pressure.[@b68-ijn-13-4727],[@b69-ijn-13-4727] This limitation has been partially overcome by *nab*-Ptx, which due to the functionalization of Ptx with albumin, forms a complex with the Gp60 receptor and SPARC, both commonly overexpressed on stromal fibroblasts in PDAC.[@b70-ijn-13-4727] The benefits observed in the PK, PD, and side-effect profiles of currently approved anticancer NPs, such as *nab*-Ptx, which currently only employs passive targeting, provides a strong rationale for developing NPs with multiple levels of targeting.

Clinical importance of smart-nanoparticle drug delivery
=======================================================

Cancer patients often face severe cytotoxic effects, as most anticancer agents are administered at the maximum tolerated dose, leading to discontinuation of life-saving treatment.[@b71-ijn-13-4727] Intravenous delivery of anticancer agents is also limited due to low drug efficacy, the need for hospitalization, frequent administration, and high cost.[@b4-ijn-13-4727] Smart NPs can allow for the administration of lower doses of drugs while maintaining effective intracellular concentrations, thereby widening the therapeutic window of anticancer agents.[@b72-ijn-13-4727] For instance, nanopolymers possess high drug-loading capacity, which allows them to achieve the same efficacy with smaller doses while minimizing systemic side effects. Therefore, smart-NP formulations that can increase tumor accumulation and specificity for cancer cells through coordinated targeting strategies can provide a therapeutic option that significantly reduces systemic side effects.[@b65-ijn-13-4727]

Tran et al[@b73-ijn-13-4727] summarized the recent successes in cancer nanomedicine in the clinic. In particular, the clinical trials of irinotecan liposomal (Onivyde), which employs stimuli-responsive properties, were highlighted as a case study in the clinical success of nanomedicine in cancer therapy. Other NP "success stories" include doxorubicin liposomal (Doxil), a passive targeting FDA-approved liposomal NP that encapsulates doxorubicin for the treatment of ovarian cancer. The half-life of liposomal doxorubicin is approximately 100 times that of free doxorubicin, and the NP formulation reduces cardiotoxicity, which is significant dose-limiting toxicity associated with free doxorubicin.[@b74-ijn-13-4727],[@b75-ijn-13-4727] As a result, liposomal doxorubicin decreases the need for hospitalization and enables continuation of life-saving treatment.

Another pertinent example is albumin-bound Ptx, also known as *nab*-Ptx (Abraxane), an injectable formulation of Ptx that is used to treat breast, lung, and pancreatic cancers, among others. *Nab*-Ptx was developed to avoid the toxicities of polyoxyethylated castor-oil solvent (Cremophor) used for Ptx because of its poor aqueous solubility.[@b76-ijn-13-4727] Cremophor has been associated with several toxicities, including hypersensitivity reactions, neutropenia, peripheral neuropathy, and liver toxicity. *Nab*-Ptx has also been shown to significantly increase progression-free survival of metastatic breast cancer patients compared to solvent-based Ptx.[@b77-ijn-13-4727] Ptx targets metabolically active cancer cells by preventing the typical breakdown of microtubules during cell division. *Nab*-Ptx is a cell-cycle phase-specific drug, mainly targeting cancer cells in the G~2~/M phase of the cell cycle, and in combination with gemcitabine (Gem) was FDA-approved as a first-line treatment for PDAC in 2013.[@b70-ijn-13-4727] Chiorean et al[@b78-ijn-13-4727] examined changes in Karnofsky performance status (KPS) for patients' well-being during treatment with *nab*-Ptx plus Gem vs Gem alone as first-line therapy for metastatic pancreatic cancer in the Phase III MPACT trial. The study concluded that the two treatment arms had generally comparable time to any KPS deterioration, and while baseline KPS, neutrophil:lymphocyte ratio, age, liver metastases, and region had a significant effect on time to definitive KPS deterioration, treatment arm did not. The limited efficacy of nab-Ptx is attributed to its cell cycle phase-specificity for the G~2~/M phase, but ongoing research on trapping cancer cells in a sensitive phase of the cell cycle may further enhance the therapeutic effects of nab-Ptx even in treatment-resistant tumors such as pancreatic cancer.[@b79-ijn-13-4727]

Preliminary studies from our laboratory using highly aggressive human pancreatic cancer in RAGxCγ double-mutant mice have shown that the tumor xenografts develop not only resistance to *nab*-Ptx treatment after 66 days, but also metastasize to the liver and lung. Tumor xenografts from the same animal model of human pancreatic cancer also developed resistance to Gem treatment after 30 days, as well as a massive liver metastatic burden. It should be noted that the toxicity profile for Gem and *nab*-Ptx compared with FOLFIRINOX (a combination of folinic acid, fluorouracil, irinotecan, and oxaliplatin) is similar. However, patients receiving the FOLFIRINOX regimen every 2 weeks with a 46-hour fluorouracil infusion developed higher hematological toxicities and growth-factor usage, while the *nab*-Ptx plus Gem weekly infusion regimen had higher rates of neuropathy.

The development of chemoresistance is a significant obstacle encountered in oncology, which may be circumvented through the use of smart NPs. One approach is to modify and optimize NPs to avoid cell-surface-pump-mediated multidrug resistance (MDR) involving Pgp-mediated resistance.[@b80-ijn-13-4727] Patients who previously failed drug therapies have demonstrated clinical responses to anticancer agents encapsulated in NPs, bypassing the surface-pump-mediated resistance in humans.[@b81-ijn-13-4727]--[@b83-ijn-13-4727] A recent smart-NP formulation incorporating redox-sensitive release of Ptx and an MMP2-triggered mitochondrion-targeting conjugate for mitochondrial delivery of Ptx demonstrated higher cellular uptake and cytotoxicity in MCF7 breast cancer cells.[@b84-ijn-13-4727] A detailed description of how stimuli-responsive targeting strategies may overcome MDR has been eloquently discussed in detail in a recent review by Zhou et al.[@b85-ijn-13-4727]

Another approach to overcoming MDR is through the use of gene-silencing drugs. To reverse MDR in human breast cancer cells, Liu et al[@b86-ijn-13-4727] designed a new carrier system loaded with an active siRNA-targeting *MDR1* gene. Briefly, phospholipid (PL)-modified cationic polyamidoamine (PAMAM)--siMDR1 complexes were designed to form hybrid nanocomplexes (PL dendriplexes). This new delivery system demonstrated higher gene-silencing efficiency, enhanced cellular uptake of siMDR1 (inhibits mRNA and MDR1 protein expression), decreased Pgp expression, raised cellular accumulation of doxorubicin, and inhibited tumor-cell migration.[@b86-ijn-13-4727] Additionally, when Ptx was introduced into cells after incubation with siMDR1 for 6 hours, either empty or entrapped in dendri-plexes/PL dendriplexes and transfected with the only siMDR1, flow-cytometry analyses showed that the PL dendriplex--Ptx combination resulted in a 45.2% induction of cell apoptosis. In contrast, there was 4.15%, 4.97%, and 7.45% induction of apoptosis in control, dendriplexes, and PL-dendriplex cohorts, respectively, the results of which suggest that dendriplexes and PL dendriplexes are not highly cytotoxic, but work synergistically with either siMDR1 or Ptx.

In another study, Li et al[@b87-ijn-13-4727] provided compelling data showing reversal of MDR in MCF7/ADR breast cancer cells using a novel hR3--siMDR1--PAMAM complex (HSPC) in their design of a delivery system. Their complexes were designed and engineered using hR3 anti-EGFR antibody to self-assemble HSPCs via electrostatic interactions for siRNA delivery. The HSPCs were shown to have lower cytotoxicity, higher cellular uptake, and enhanced endosomal escape. It is noteworthy that HSPCs encapsulating siMDR1 reduced *MDR1* gene expression by 99.4% with up to sixfold enhancement compared to siMDR1 alone, as well as increased doxorubicin accumulation, downregulated Pgp expression, and suppressed cellular migration in MCF7/ADR breast cancer cells. Furthermore, the combined effect of Ptx with siMDR1-loaded HSPCs showed synergism in reversing MDR, all of which inhibited cell growth and induced cell apoptosis. Other reports have proposed novel NP applications to reverse MDR, such as LAH4L1, an amphipathic cationic polypeptide, to form nanocomplexes via electrostatic interactions with siRNA to have high transfection efficiency in delivering siMDR1 to reverse MDR in ovarian cancer cells.[@b88-ijn-13-4727]

Other reports have reversed MDR using codelivery of *MDR1*-targeting siRNA and doxorubicin using a novel cationic poly(lactide-*co*-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoformulation,[@b89-ijn-13-4727] formulating *MDR1* ribozymes with *N*-(1-\[2,3-dileoyloxy\]propyl)-*N*,*N*,*N*-trimethylammonium methyl sulfate to form a liposomal complex,[@b90-ijn-13-4727] and constructing a pDNA-iMDR1-shRNA containing a U6-RNA gene-promoter-driven expression vector encoding anti-MDR1/Pgp shRNA molecules.[@b91-ijn-13-4727] Li et al[@b92-ijn-13-4727] gave an essential detailed review on the recent developments on the application in PAMAM dendrimers as useful carriers for drug and genetic material (pDNA, siRNA) delivery in cancer therapy, as well as their use in hybrid NPs, and conjugated or loaded in other NP systems. They also highlighted the efficacy of PAMAM dendrimers in overcoming problems with tumor MDR. Kesharwani et al[@b93-ijn-13-4727] have eloquently highlighted the challenges for effective delivery of siRNAs and oligonucleotides. The report discusses improvements in the design template, with a particular focus on describing hyperbranched PAMAM dendrimers and their unique three-dimensional architecture and nanoscale size.

The cationic surface charge of PAMAM dendrimers not only serve as siRNA-condensing agents and robust nanovectors for targeted delivery, but their functionality also permits conjugation of drugs and genes for the development of hybrid systems for combination therapy. PAMAM-dendrimer toxicity has been reviewed in detail in different models by Naha et al.[@b94-ijn-13-4727] Collectively, the toxic response of PAMAM dendrimers correlated with amine-terminated residue and increased systematically with generation. Replacing the amine groups with hydroxyl (-OH) and carboxylic acid (-COOH) terminated PAMAM dendrimers, resulting in significantly less toxicity. It is noteworthy that the PK parameters, biodistribution, biodegradation, and chronic toxicity of PAMAM dendrimers are not well known.

de Jong and Borm reviewed the safety evaluation of NP formulations for drug delivery, their applications, and hazards.[@b95-ijn-13-4727] The engineering and design of NPs for drug delivery must include the specificity of drug targeting, delivery, and reduced toxicity, while maintaining therapeutic effects, increased safety and biocompatibility, and increased development of new safe medicines. Drug-delivery systems should be designed with the following principles in mind: drug incorporation and release, formulation stability, shelf life, biocompatibility, biodistribution, targeting, and functionality.

One of the drawbacks of administering multiple doses of systemic siRNA carriers is their decreased fluctuation in serum. To overcome this issue, Kim and Song[@b96-ijn-13-4727] developed a targetable, injectable, and noncytotoxic micelleplex hydrogel. The report highlighted the dual function of the micelleplex hydrogel carrier and provided supporting data to demonstrate its active systemic targetable siRNA-delivery carrier with an additive tunable therapeutic time by controlled release of the delivery carrier after only one injection of the hydrogel. Briefly, the micelleplex hydrogel was fabricated by mixing a functionalized folate-linked polyethylenimine-conjugated polyorganophosphazene (FPP), a biodegradable polymer, and amphiphilic forming micelles with siRNA at 4°C. After injection into the body, sol--gel transition in solution as a function of temperature occurred due to hydrophobic interactions. The hydrogel released dissociated micelleplexes, targeting the folate moiety in a time-dependent manner. It is noteworthy that the polyethylenimine moiety in the FPP formulation formed a micelleplex with anionic siRNAs by ionic interactions, which turned into a gel after subcutaneous injection, due to the properties of polyorganophosphazene. These micelleplexes were then released slowly by dissolution and degradation of the gel into the bloodstream directly or through lymphatic vessels. The released micelleplexes in circulation accumulated in the tumor region via the EPR effect, and targeted and enter only tumor cells via FA-receptor-mediated endocytosis. Gene suppression by the siRNA delivered through endocytosis process was caused by cleavage of specifically targeted mRNA only in tumor cells.

To explore current developments in siRNA-delivery systems using NPs in oncology, particularly those that encapsulate siRNA for the targeted treatment of cancer, Kim et al[@b97-ijn-13-4727] reviewed the current status of clinical trials related to siRNA-based cancer therapy, elucidating the remaining issues that need to be overcome to establish a successful therapy. The report also described various promising design strategies of delivery vehicles for stable and targeted siRNA delivery, including prospects for future design. Additionally, Sarett et al[@b98-ijn-13-4727] reported analyses of complicating factors relevant to the clinical adoption of local siRNA therapeutics, such as polymers, siRNA carriers, and construct types studied in basic research. Among local siRNA therapeutics in the clinic, the authors identified that systems that achieve sustained delivery are mostly absent. Clinical approaches use simple topical treatments or local-injection strategies, due to the ease of use mandated by the regulatory process. Sarett et al[@b98-ijn-13-4727] recommended a balance between complicated design processes and therapeutic efficacy for controlled-release delivery systems to maintain strong gene-silencing activity without repeated doses. To this end, the report outlines the earliest to most recent clinical trials for local siRNA-delivery systems.

Classical methods of smart-drug delivery
========================================

There are three generations of delivery system that have been developed based on their degree of specific targeting.[@b99-ijn-13-4727],[@b100-ijn-13-4727] First-generation NPs, defined as those that lack specific targeting, include the successful FDA-approved liposomal daunorubicin, liposomal doxorubicin, and PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin.[@b65-ijn-13-4727] Second-generation NPs have relied on active targeting, while third-generation NPs employ a multistage strategy or smart-drug delivery.[@b99-ijn-13-4727] There is ongoing debate on the cost-versus-benefit analysis of increasingly complex drug-delivery systems, such as smart NPs.[@b1-ijn-13-4727],[@b65-ijn-13-4727]

Recent clinical discontinuation of FDA-approved denileukin diftitox, an active-targeting NP for cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, due to production difficulties is evidence of practical limitations of developing increasingly complex NPs.[@b24-ijn-13-4727] Functionalizing NPs increases the complexity of the preparation process, and is associated with increased cost and regulatory barriers that must be overcome.[@b65-ijn-13-4727] To mitigate these challenges, targeting ligands or bioresponsive materials can be coupled directly with NP starting materials before NP formulation, allowing for tighter control over synthesis, uniformity, and target-ligand density.[@b65-ijn-13-4727] Newer formulations of smart-drug delivery must not only improve the PK and PD parameters of free drugs, but also be relatively straightforward to produce to maximize the chances of clinical translation.

[Table 2](#t2-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="table"} summarizes the current FDA-approved NPs and describes the type of targeting, cancer indication, advantages, and drawbacks. Other FDA-approved NPs for the treatment of cancer that are not discussed in [Table 2](#t2-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="table"} include trastuzumab emtansine (Kadcyla) and NanoTherm (MagForce), as they are beyond the scope of smart NPs. It is noteworthy that the therapeutic efficacy of these NPs is to reduce side effects and selectively accumulate in the disease area for a prolonged period of time with high controllability.[@b101-ijn-13-4727] According to a recent review article by Liu et al,[@b101-ijn-13-4727] the following should be characteristic properties of NPs and the development process: clinically useful and reproducible formulations, high verifiability, precise control over the preparation process, generating nanocarriers with required features, high batch-to-batch reproducibility, design simplicity, and industrial upscaling feasibility. Therefore, future research on smart NPs for controlled drug delivery should focus on more stimulus-sensitive nanomedicine to be clinically utilized.

Novel approaches to smart-nanoparticle delivery systems
=======================================================

Advancements in NP design have resulted in multifunctional targeting and multispecificity.[@b65-ijn-13-4727] Recently, the copolymer FA-DABA-SMA was developed, which relies on the EPR effect, FA-receptor targeting, and pH sensitivity.[@b6-ijn-13-4727],[@b18-ijn-13-4727] This smart-delivery system incorporates all three forms of targeting. The amphiphilic polymer is characterized by a hydrophilic outer shell containing a hydrophobic core, which permits encapsulation of hydrophobic chemotherapeutic agents. The polymer exists in cylindrical conformation at neutral pH within the body, and collapses to release its cargo at an acidic pH that is typically characteristic of the TME and lysosomes,[@b18-ijn-13-4727] as depicted in [Figure 3](#f3-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="fig"}. Li et al[@b18-ijn-13-4727] described and summarized the synthesis and characterization of FA-DABA-SMA. In brief, the SMA serves as the template for the NP. The linker, DABA, is used to improve the accessibility of the FA-DABA ligand, which is synthesized by combining FA, dicyclohexylcarbodiimide, and hydroxysuccinimide, resulting in a stable functionalized FA-DABA-SMA polymer at neutral pH and self-assembles into nanostructures in dilute concentrations.[@b18-ijn-13-4727] Due to the reported anticancer effects and fluorescent capabilities of curcumin, it is used in NP studies as a hydrophobic drug load and a fluorescent marker.[@b126-ijn-13-4727],[@b127-ijn-13-4727] Here, the encapsulation process is chemical-free, as curcumin diffuses passively into the core of the NP, thereby minimizing undesired toxicity. This smart-delivery system is particularly advantageous due to its noninvasive delivery and drug release, because the FA-DABA-SMA polymer circulates in the bloodstream and pH changes trigger drug release at the tumor site.[@b5-ijn-13-4727]

Preclinical evidence of curcumin-loaded FA-DABA-SMA polymer demonstrates significant toxicity and cell death in PANC1 pancreatic cancer cells, with the empty FA-DABA-SMA polymer being nontoxic.[@b6-ijn-13-4727] Approved anticancer drugs currently used in the clinic are being tested in these NPs for their loading capacities and release profiles. Collectively, this smart FA-DABA-SMA NP shows promise for its use in a wide variety of cancer types, due to the specific overexpression of the FA receptor in pancreatic, epithelial, ovarian, cervical, breast, lung, kidney, colorectal, and brain tumors.[@b128-ijn-13-4727]

Other recent advances in smart-drug delivery involve the use of multiple types of functionalization and triggering stimuli for drug release. For example, doxorubicin-loaded micelles have recently been developed with reactive oxygen species and dual pH sensitivity.[@b26-ijn-13-4727] Another recent advance in NP design is multispecificity, which is particularly relevant to the dynamic nature of tumor markers and is often a limiting factor of active targeting.[@b65-ijn-13-4727]

Stimuli-responsive targeting can be optimized by pairing nanomedicine-based drug delivery with other modalities. For example, magnetic resonance imaging-guided high-intensity focused ultrasound combines different technologies, such as image guidance for radiation treatment and triggering of smart-nanomedicine systems for delivery of drugs. In the case of thermosensitive liposomal doxorubicin, the release is triggered at the tumor site by locally increasing the temperature through high-intensity ultrasound radiation.[@b129-ijn-13-4727]

Despite promising advances, some improvements to current smart-NP design could be considered. To circumvent the issue of significant dose loss associated with active targeting, lysosome-escape mechanisms that rely on pH sensitivity have been developed.[@b25-ijn-13-4727] Lysosomal escape aims to minimize inactivation of NPs by acid hydrolases found in endolysosomal compartments, thereby representing a critical design strategy and the focus of ongoing research efforts.[@b130-ijn-13-4727] Additionally, incorporating extended-release design principles into smart NPs would lead to targeted and prolonged-action therapies with unique physiological and clinical advantages, as summarized in [Figures 2](#f2-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#f4-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="fig"}.

Extended-release nanoparticle-delivery systems
==============================================

Extended-release drug-delivery systems are designed to release drugs over a prolonged period employing steady-rate drug release or controlled release to achieve stable and higher therapeutic potential while minimizing adverse side effects.[@b131-ijn-13-4727] Extended-release NPs used in a clinical setting hold drugs either on their surface or adsorbed in a matrix that attains sustained release.[@b132-ijn-13-4727] Currently, hydrophobic biodegradable polymeric NPs are commonly used for the continuous supply of encapsulated therapeutic agents at the site of the tumour.[@b58-ijn-13-4727]

NPs can undergo certain cell-surface modifications to achieve more prolonged circulation. In particular, PEGylation which involves the conjugation of polyethylene glycol (PEG) to a nanopolymer, has been used extensively in nanomedicine.[@b20-ijn-13-4727] It has been shown to increase drug-hydrodynamic radius, prolong plasma-retention time, decrease proteolysis, decrease renal excretion, and shield antigenic determinants from immunodetection.[@b133-ijn-13-4727]--[@b137-ijn-13-4727] Etirinotecan pegol is an FDA-approved long-acting topoisomerase 1 inhibitor for breast cancer designed to improve the PK properties and tolerability of irinotecan whose enhanced therapeutic response has been attributed to the more prolonged circulation of PEGylated nanomaterials.[@b138-ijn-13-4727]

Physiological importance of extended-release drug delivery
==========================================================

Limiting factors in the physiological success of NPs include size and surface characteristics, as they play roles in circulation time and elimination from the body.[@b139-ijn-13-4727] The optimal NP size that is correlated with more prolonged circulation, increased accumulation, and decreased renal NP clearance is 40--200 nm.[@b140-ijn-13-4727] NPs that are 10--100 nm in size have been shown to increase circulation time of the drug for as long as 160 hours, with modifications in surface area and charge allowing for the ability to reach optimal loading and control of dosing.[@b141-ijn-13-4727] For instance, nanocrystalline cellulose possesses an extensive negatively charged surface area that allows it to bind to large amounts of the drug.[@b142-ijn-13-4727] It can be coated with cationic surfactant (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide), resulting in an altered release profile due to its ability to deliver hydrophobic anticancer agents as a result of its hydrophobic domain.[@b142-ijn-13-4727] High loading capacity in combination with extended-release profiles can reduce the dosage required, thereby minimizing aspecific cytotoxicity.

Flexibility in the functionalization of nanomatrices permits the ability to obtain the desired drug-release profile. Solid-lipid NPs are particularly advantageous due to their combination of polymeric micelles and lipid-based liposomes, which allows them to deliver both hydrophobic and hydrophilic therapeutic agents, demonstrate excellent bioavailability, scalability, and physical stability.[@b131-ijn-13-4727] Premature bursting and rapid removal from circulation reduce the efficacy of the treatment. However, PEGylation coating may offer an alternative option that facilitates drug release over an extended period.[@b143-ijn-13-4727] An essential consideration in optimal extended-release delivery systems is minimal drug burst, with most of the drug released according to a specific release profile.[@b6-ijn-13-4727],[@b18-ijn-13-4727]

Clinical importance of extended-release drug delivery
=====================================================

Extended-release NPs are attractive therapeutic options for the long-term treatment of complex chronic diseases, such as cancer, owing to drug release over a prolonged period.[@b144-ijn-13-4727],[@b145-ijn-13-4727] These characteristics of extended-release NPs can achieve improved patient compliance, better life-cycle management of drugs, and extended relief of symptoms, due to a reduction in fluctuating drug levels.[@b146-ijn-13-4727] The clinical advantages of smart NPs are summarized in [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="fig"}.

Challenges with patient adherence span several stages of treatment, and are primarily attributed to multiple dosing, which is standard in cancer treatment.[@b123-ijn-13-4727],[@b147-ijn-13-4727]--[@b149-ijn-13-4727] Patients typically experience challenges when entering a different phase of their treatment cycle, particularly in initiating implementation and treatment persistence.[@b150-ijn-13-4727] Extended-release drug-delivery systems can overcome these challenges in patient adherence by decreasing dosing cycles. Adherence increased from 59% for multiple dosing to 80% with a single daily dose in male patients on long-term antihypertensive medication.[@b151-ijn-13-4727] Conversely, a decline in adherence was observed in patients on a chemotherapy regimen of three doses/day.[@b152-ijn-13-4727]

The number of injections required over the course of treatment is an essential consideration in drug delivery for patients and clinicians alike. For instance, PEG--IFNα conjugates have shown clinically superior antiviral activity to free IFNα, and are approved for hepatitis C therapy.[@b153-ijn-13-4727] PEG--IFNα has been useful in the treatment of melanoma and renal-cell carcinoma, and is currently being tested in other solid tumors.[@b154-ijn-13-4727]--[@b156-ijn-13-4727]

Classical methods of extended-release delivery systems
======================================================

Controlled drug delivery has been an area of research interest over the past six decades, with early extended-release formulations including oral and transdermal sustained-release systems.[@b100-ijn-13-4727] In oncology, FDA-approved leuprolide for injectable suspensions can achieve slow and sustained drug release for the treatment of prostate cancer.[@b157-ijn-13-4727] Additionally, non-PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin for the treatment of metastatic breast cancer resembles a prolonged infusion that forms a mononuclear phagocyte-system depot capable of slow release into blood circulation.[@b158-ijn-13-4727] Although promising as delivery systems, these methods of extended-release delivery have faced scrutiny, and their limitations are briefly summarized in [Table 3](#t3-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="table"}.

Novel approaches to extended-release drug delivery
==================================================

A number of novel NP formulations for extended drug release have been developed in recent years. For instance, PLGA polymers have been shown to attain 82% of the cumulative release of dexamethasone in 17 days.[@b130-ijn-13-4727] Clinically, cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy are often given dexamethasone to counteract the adverse side effects of their antitumor treatment. The extended release of dexamethasone from PGLA polymers may overcome the long-term use of dexamethasone, but may result in thrush, bone loss, cataracts, easy bruising, or muscle weakness. PLGA is a copolymer composed of lactic and glycolic acid monomers that are used as a drug-delivery vehicle. PLGA is susceptible to hydrolytic degradation of the ester linkage on the polymer backbone, which results in the release of the encapsulated drug.[@b174-ijn-13-4727] Several PLGA drug-delivery applications, such as Lupron Depot, Risperdal Consta, and Zoladex, have been approved by the FDA, European Medicines Agency, and Health Canada.[@b123-ijn-13-4727] However, therapeutics demonstrating extended-term sustained release (weeks or longer) from PLGA polymers are mostly hydrophobic in nature, with molecular weights of 400--1,000 Da. The design and fabrication of extended-term, sustained release, low-molecular-weight hydrophilic drugs from PLGA has been challenging. One of the most significant challenges in drug delivery is the inherent difficulty in full encapsulation and retention, followed by long-term and targeted delivery of low-molecular-weight hydrophilic therapeutics at the tumor site.

To that end, we have recently reported that oseltamivir phosphate (OP) can prevent the tumor neovascularization, growth, and metastasis of human triple-negative breast[@b175-ijn-13-4727],[@b176-ijn-13-4727] and pancreatic[@b177-ijn-13-4727] cancer cells in heterotopic xenografts of these tumors in RAGxCγ double-mutant mice. Findings have also included a novel signaling paradigm that regulates EGFR,[@b177-ijn-13-4727] insulin receptors,[@b176-ijn-13-4727],[@b178-ijn-13-4727],[@b179-ijn-13-4727] and Toll-like receptors,[@b180-ijn-13-4727] all of which play essential roles in multistage tumorigenesis.[@b181-ijn-13-4727] As such, the controlled release of hydrophilic OP from a biodegradable PLGA cylinder (PLGA-OP) implanted at the tumor site was investigated for its role in limiting tumor neovascularization, growth, and metastasis.[@b182-ijn-13-4727] As shown in [Figure 5](#f5-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="fig"}, PLGA-OP cylinders showed a 20%--25% release profile within 48 hours followed by a continuous metronomic low-dose release of 30%--50% OP for an additional 16 days, with all of the OP released by day 30. To show the therapeutic effect of PLGA-OP, PLGA-OP containing 20 mg OP and empty cylinders surgically implanted at the tumor site of heterotopic xenografts of human pancreatic tumors in RAGxCγ double-mutant mice impeded tumor neovascularization and growth rate and spread to the liver and lungs compared to the untreated cohort over 30 days ([Figure 5](#f5-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="fig"}).[@b182-ijn-13-4727]

Despite difficulties with the encapsulation of small hydrophilic drugs, OP-particulate encapsulation within polymeric PLGA cylinders using the formulation method described in these studies resulted in full retention of the drug with no loss of therapeutic activity. Collectively, delivery of OP using this delivery system in the treatment of pancreatic cancer cells resulted in disabling the survival mechanism of pancreatic cancer with acquired chemoresistance to Gem.[@b183-ijn-13-4727]

Furthermore, the double-layered Gem- and OP-loaded PLGA cylindrical implants were designed and engineered to provide an optimal combinatorial and sequential sustained extended-release of the hydrophilic drugs for 30 days. Here, OP and Gem encapsulated in inner/outer distinct layers of implantable double-layered PLGA cylinders disabled pancreatic cancer cell survival and increased sensitivity to therapy of two low-molecular-weight hydrophilic chemotherapeutics.

The development of amphiphilic polymeric vesicles capable of encapsulating large quantities of a chemotherapeutic agent and improving its targeting efficiency and bioavailability are emerging new delivery platforms for nanomedicine in cancer research. Polymeric micelles have been modified by attaching ligand molecules to the outer shell of the micelle with specificity for biomarkers that are overly expressed on cancer cells. Such ligands as peptides, antibodies, sugars, and aptamers have enabled significant improvement in tumor selectivity and overall therapeutic efficiency of cancer treatments. However, these specific delivery vehicles are limited by low overtime stability, especially with antibodies, triggering immunogenic adverse side effects and high costs. Multiple functionalities using complex hydrophobic/hydrophilic polymeric structures prepared with highly controlled molecular weights and defined architectures are needed to enable self-assembled, stimuli-responsive regions (CO~2~, pH, and temperature) for triggered drug release and reactive groups for drug conjugation cross-linking and "click" chemistry. To this end, Kapishon et al[@b184-ijn-13-4727] designed a specific smart chemotherapeutic delivery platform for active tumor targeting. They fabricated a new polymeric micelle-delivery system for active tumor targeting followed by micelle--drug internalization via receptor-induced endocytosis. By decorating amphiphilic block copolymeric micelles with OP at the hydrophilic end, oseltamivir--PEG methyl ether methacrylate-*block*-poly(methyl methacrylate) using reversible addition--fragmentation chain transfer living radical polymerization, the OP micelles had self-assembling properties to give wormlike micellar structures with a molecular weight of 80,000 g/mol. These newly designed micelles for active tumor targeting have triple functionality, such that they exert an antitumor cell effect and at the same time deliver and internalize hydrophobic chemotherapeutic agents.

IPEs are another promising novel method of extended-release NPs compared to older formulations.[@b185-ijn-13-4727] In our studies, IPEs were designed and fabricated to replace our surgically implantable PGLA drug-delivery vehicle, as previously discussed, while providing similar dosing and release profiles at the tumor site to the surgical implant.[@b185-ijn-13-4727] The IPE formulation is unique in that compared to previous extended-release drug-delivery systems, it has been developed to adjust the release rate to occur within a target of 30 days.[@b185-ijn-13-4727] The mono-glyceride-stabilized PE (MSPE) approach is cost-effective, as it utilizes simple equipment with readily available reagents and has a formulation time of \<1 hour.[@b185-ijn-13-4727] In brief, emulsions consist of two liquids that remain insoluble in each other and include an emulsifier that stabilizes the mixture. The emulsion is stabilized by glycerol monostearate containing ≧ 90% glycerol monostearate (GMS). To produce a smooth emulsion from two separate mixtures, an oil phase and a water phase are prepared and subsequently mixed at a fixed temperature and mixing speed. The oil phase is prepared by mixing GMS with canola oil, resulting in a 4%-by-weight oil phase. The solutes (OP, sodium chloride, and sodium citrate) are added to distilled water to prepare a 4%-by-aqueous-weight phase. These mixtures are then warmed separately to cause melting of GMS, followed by adding the aqueous to the oil phase, producing a coarse water-in-oil emulsion of 20%:80%. This coarse emulsion is then added to a stirrer that carries out stirring and processing to produce an emulsion that is quench-cooled, resulting in a viscous final product.

Preclinical data have shown a decrease in PANC1 pancreatic cancer cell viability after these cells were exposed to MSPE at multiple time points leading up to 30 days.[@b185-ijn-13-4727] This effect was unchanged when comparisons were made between PANC1 exposed to OP only, compared to OP released from the emulsion. A near-linear sustained release of OP from MSPE-encapsulated OP was observed, with \>5% of the total drug loading being released over a 30-day period.[@b185-ijn-13-4727] Regarding stability, the viscosity of the emulsion remains unchanged, and both phases remain stable.[@b185-ijn-13-4727] These results suggest that the viscous MSPE emulsion will concentrate at the site of injection.

Future directions: the potential for smart extended-release drug-delivery nanoparticles
=======================================================================================

Smart NPs that can exhibit sustained, extended-release drug delivery would offer additional advantages from both clinical and physiological standpoints. Studies continue to highlight the importance of localizing treatment and prolonging drug release, both of which achieve therapeutic benefits with limited adverse effects, due to fewer drug interactions and reduced drug-level fluctuations.[@b186-ijn-13-4727] Therefore, modifying NPs to exhibit both extended-release and targeting properties should continue to be an area of intense research focus.

One strategy of developing SER drug-delivery NPs could involve PEGylation of smart NPs to prolong circulation time, as previously discussed. PEGylation of self-assembled hyaluronic acid NPs has been shown to improve active and passive targeting in tumor-bearing mice, reduce liver uptake, and increase circulation time and NP accumulation in tumors.[@b187-ijn-13-4727] Given recent advances in antibody-mediated therapy in cancer research, it is perhaps unsurprising that antibody-targeted NPs represent promising active-targeting strategies that are undergoing rigorous clinical research.[@b65-ijn-13-4727] As such, smart NPs incorporating antibody-mediated targeting that also exhibit extended-release could be of great interest in cancer therapy in light of the benefits of prolonged drug release outlined herein.

Alternatively, current extended-release NPs can be modified to achieve a higher degree of targeting. Dendrimer-based stealth NPs have been used to encapsulate anastrozole, commonly used for the treatment of breast cancer, to improve its water-solubility and extended-release profile.[@b188-ijn-13-4727] Extended release of encapsulated anastrozole was achieved for 40 days, and the authors suggested that the stealth NPs could be further functionalized to construct a targeted therapeutic agent for breast cancer treatment.[@b188-ijn-13-4727] Similarly, IPEs can be functionalized with FA for greater specificity toward malignant cells, due to their overexpression of the FA receptor. Some NPs with targeting properties that display extended release have been in development, such as silk fibroin functionalized with the cyclic arginine--glycine--aspartic acid--phenylalanine--lysine (RGDfK) peptide, and chlorin e~6~ (a second-generation photosensitizer with antitumor activity when used in conjunction with irradiation), which displays both smart drug delivery and sustained release. Here, active targeting is achieved using the cyclic RGDfK peptide, which targets α~V~β~3~ integrins.[@b50-ijn-13-4727] Silk-fibroin NPs have also displayed extended-release, as only 33% of fluorouracil had been released by the end of the third day in a human gastric cancer model.[@b50-ijn-13-4727] The combination of active targeting and extended-release resulted in a significant reduction in tumor burden in vivo with excellent biocompatibility and safety, with encapsulation of cisplatin, doxorubicin, and Ptx being suggested as future directions to test the efficacy of this formulation.[@b50-ijn-13-4727]

Due to the increased focus on patient selection, stratification, and personalized medicine, nanomedicine-based drug-delivery systems in the clinical setting need to take smart and extended-release drug delivery into consideration.[@b21-ijn-13-4727],[@b189-ijn-13-4727] Personalized medicine incorporates a variety of factors, including genetic, genomic, and clinical markers, as well as the patient's age, race, and other environmental factors.[@b190-ijn-13-4727] Future work looking at additional genetic and epigenetic biomarkers will assist in the development of novel targeting moieties for increasingly effective and customized therapeutic options.[@b191-ijn-13-4727] Potential biomarkers could target solid tumors, tumor vasculature, and supporting cells within the TME.[@b65-ijn-13-4727] Depending on the pathophysiology of the patient's tumor, appropriate functionalization and triggers for drug release can also significantly improve efficacy.[@b192-ijn-13-4727] For instance, the limitations of the EPR effect may be overcome by selecting patients with angiogenic tumors, using vasodilating agents, such as TNFα, and using imaging strategies to monitor delivery of the NPs.[@b193-ijn-13-4727]

Despite the benefits of SER NPs, a significant concern with increasingly complex drug-delivery systems is cost-effective upscaling manufacturing.[@b186-ijn-13-4727] Maintaining the original properties of NPs during the development process is expected to be an obstacle in complex NP formulation.[@b186-ijn-13-4727] The examples explained in detail here, namely FA-DABA-SMA and IPE formulations, involve straightforward preparation processes, safe intermediates, and inexpensive materials.[@b6-ijn-13-4727],[@b18-ijn-13-4727],[@b185-ijn-13-4727] As such, they represent good candidates as potential SER NPs, and future work should explore incorporating both smart and extended-release design principles in these formulations.

Alternatively, self-assembled nanostructures may offer innovative approaches to limitations encountered in the development of NPs. Li et al[@b194-ijn-13-4727] highlighted in an impressive review article cooperation principles in various self-assembled nanostructures based on the principles of molecular cooperation in self-assembled systems. The report focused on the bottom-up chemistry and material-science considerations of nanomedicine with reference to conformation change-induced cooperation in natural self-assembled nanostructures, noncovalent interactions involving the molecular basis of supramolecular cooperation, phase transition-induced cooperation in synthetic self-assembled nanostructures, the fTM molecular mechanism of supramolecular cooperation, and lastly, supramolecular cooperation in addressing the challenges in medicine. Luo et al[@b195-ijn-13-4727] reported a novel nanovaccine, the mechanism of which was dependent on the STING and not on Toll-like receptors or MAVS pathways. The formulation of the nanovaccine is minimalistic, and made by mixing antigen with a synthetic polymeric NP, PC7A, which generated a strong cytotoxic T-cell response with low systemic cytokine expression. PC7A NPs achieved efficient cytosolic delivery of tumor antigens to antigen-presenting cells in draining lymph nodes, which led to increased surface presentation while simultaneously activating type I IFN-stimulated genes. This nanovaccine design produced potent inhibition of tumor growth in melanoma, highlighting nanovaccine formulation as an intense area of research interest.

Conclusion
==========

Recent advances in NP design have led to the development of drug-delivery systems that can overcome several physiological and clinical barriers associated with the traditional administration of chemotherapeutic agents. Smart-drug delivery aims to localize treatment to tumors to reduce cytotoxicity and enhance the therapeutic index by using multifunctional targeting strategies. While older formulations have relied primarily on the EPR effect, recent advances, such as the FA-DABA-SMA polymer, employ three levels of targeting, a chemical-free process of drug encapsulation, noninvasive drug delivery and release, to achieve cytotoxicity against pancreatic cancer cells. Future work should investigate encapsulation of conventional chemotherapeutic drugs into the FA-DABA-SMA polymer, its application toward other cancers that overexpress FA, and improving its extended- release profile. IPEs represent an additional promising NP formulation for extended-drug release. Modifying IPEs to include active targeting properties could successfully combine the concepts of smart delivery with extended release to achieve more significant therapeutic responses, minimal side effects, and improved patient adherence. Therefore, combining different targeting strategies and optimizing the drug-release profile for a coordinated approach toward drug delivery is of particular importance in the drug-delivery field, but the cost and technical difficulties of achieving this complexity must also be considered. This continuously growing field allows for a novel way for clinically implementing personalized medicine in the form of NP-delivery systems, and requires a more profound understanding of the patient's tumor pathophysiology to be successful.
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![Multifunctional targeting employed by "smart" nanoparticles.\
**Note:** Smart nanoparticles employ passive- targeting, active- targeting, and stimuli-responsive targeting methods.\
**Abbreviations:** EPR, enhanced permeability and retention; mAb, monoclonal antibody.](ijn-13-4727Fig1){#f1-ijn-13-4727}

![Physiological benefits of "smart" and extended-release nanopolymers.\
**Note:** Smart and extended-release nanopolymers each confer physiological benefits, with some being characteristic of both nanoparticle types.](ijn-13-4727Fig2){#f2-ijn-13-4727}

![A pH-responsive, "smart" active polymer-delivery system.\
**Notes:** Yellow spheres represent folic acid molecules, green represents hydrophobic drugs, blue shows the hydrophilic part of the polymer, and gray is the hydrophobic part of the polymer. Reprinted from *Biophys Chem*, 214--215, Li X, Mctaggart M, Malardier-Jugroot C, Synthesis and characterization of a pH responsive folic acid functionalized polymeric drug delivery system, 17--26, copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier.[@b18-ijn-13-4727]](ijn-13-4727Fig3){#f3-ijn-13-4727}

![Clinical benefits of "smart" and extended-release NPs.\
**Note:** Smart and extended-release nanopolymers each confer clinical benefits, with some being characteristic of both nanoparticle types.](ijn-13-4727Fig4){#f4-ijn-13-4727}

![(**A**) RAGxCγ double-mutant mice bearing heterotopic xenografts of pancreatic PANC1 tumors. (**B**) Extended release of OP from PLGA-OP surgical implants, measurement of tumor volumes days post implantation, tumor weights at necropsy, and number of liver metastatic clusters.\
**Note:** Copyright © 2015. Dove Medical Press. Reproduced from Hrynyk M, Ellis JP, Haxho F, et al. Therapeutic designed poly (lactic-*co*-glycolic acid) cylindrical oseltamivir phosphate-loaded implants impede tumor neovascularization, growth and metastasis in mouse model of human pancreatic carcinoma. *Drug Des Devel Ther*. 2015;9: 4573--4586.[@b182-ijn-13-4727]\
**Abbreviations:** OP, oseltamivir phosphate; PLGA, poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid).](ijn-13-4727Fig5){#f5-ijn-13-4727}

###### 

Active targeting strategies and potential functionalization of "smart" nanoparticles

  Nanoparticles                                                                             Functionalization                                      Target
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Albumin-based targeting                                                                   Albumin                                                60 kDa endothelial cell-surface albumin-binding glycoprotein (Gp60)[@b30-ijn-13-4727]
  Albumin-binding protein (BM40, SPARC, osteonectin)[@b31-ijn-13-4727],[@b32-ijn-13-4727]                                                          
  Hyaluronic acid-based targeting                                                           Hyaluronic acid                                        Glycoprotein CD44 receptor[@b33-ijn-13-4727]
  Biotin-based targeting                                                                    Biotin (vitamin H)                                     Biotin receptors[@b34-ijn-13-4727],[@b35-ijn-13-4727]
  Folate-based targeting                                                                    Folic acid                                             Folate receptors[@b6-ijn-13-4727],[@b18-ijn-13-4727],[@b36-ijn-13-4727],[@b37-ijn-13-4727]
  Prostate-specific membrane antigen[@b38-ijn-13-4727],[@b39-ijn-13-4727]                                                                          
  Transferrin-based targeting                                                               Transferrin                                            Transferrin receptors[@b40-ijn-13-4727]--[@b44-ijn-13-4727]
  Aptamer-based targeting                                                                   AS1411                                                 Nucleolin[@b45-ijn-13-4727]
  Monoclonal antibody (mAB)-based targeting                                                 EGF                                                    EGFR[@b46-ijn-13-4727]
  HER2 mABs                                                                                 Anti-HER2 monoclonal antibodies[@b47-ijn-13-4727]      
  Peptidic targeting                                                                        RGD peptide                                            α~V~β~3~ integrin[@b48-ijn-13-4727]--[@b50-ijn-13-4727]
  Angiopep 2                                                                                LRP[@b51-ijn-13-4727]                                  
  Cyclo(1,12)-Pen-lTDGEATDSGC or LFA1-derived cyclic peptide                                ICAM1 receptors[@b52-ijn-13-4727],[@b53-ijn-13-4727]   
  Lectin-based targeting                                                                    Jacalin                                                Thomsen--Friedenreich carbohydrate antigen[@b54-ijn-13-4727]
  *Aleuria aurantia* lectin                                                                 Lewis X[@b55-ijn-13-4727]                              
  Galactose                                                                                 Asialoglycoprotein receptors[@b56-ijn-13-4727]         
  Other                                                                                     IL2                                                    IL2 receptor[@b57-ijn-13-4727]

**Note:** Functionalization of nanoparticles and associated cellular targets for each active-targeting strategy.

###### 

Current US FDA-approved nanoparticles and type of targeting employed, indications, advantages, and drawbacks

                                                                                                  Targeting            Indications                                                                              Advantages                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Drawbacks
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Protein-based formulations**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  *Nab*-paclitaxel (Abraxane)                                                                     Passive targeting    Breast cancer, non-small-cell lung cancer, metastatic pancreatic cancer                  Greater solubility, increased delivery to tumors,[@b102-ijn-13-4727] corticosteroid and antihistaminic premeditations not needed, shorter time to infusion, eliminates toxicity associated with polyoxyethylated castor-oil solvent[@b103-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                                                       Limited efficacy against solid tumors[@b104-ijn-13-4727]
  **Liposomal formulations**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Liposomal vincristine (Marqibo)                                                                 Passive targeting    Acute lymphoid leukemia, Philadelphia chromosome-negative acute lymphoblastic leukemia   Increased delivery to tumor site, decreased systemic toxicity,[@b102-ijn-13-4727] ease of administration, higher dose of vincristine delivery can be achieved, once-per-week dosing,[@b105-ijn-13-4727] long-circulating slow-release properties,[@b106-ijn-13-4727] no PEG coating[@b107-ijn-13-4727]                                                                       Response rate and duration of response are modest, optimal use remains to be defined[@b108-ijn-13-4727]
  Irinotecan liposomal (Onivyde)                                                                  Stimuli-responsive   Pancreatic cancer                                                                        Increased delivery to the tumor site, decreased systemic toxicity,[@b102-ijn-13-4727] photosensitive release, high drug loading, extended drug retention in vivo[@b109-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                                                                                                                          Potential for clinically relevant drug--drug interactions when coadministered with potent CYP3A4 inducers or inhibitors or strong UGT1A1 inhibitors, potential for severe or life-threatening neutropenia and severe diarrhea[@b110-ijn-13-4727]
  Doxorubicin liposomal (Doxil)                                                                   Passive targeting    Ovarian cancer, breast cancer, Kaposi's sarcoma, multiple myeloma                        Increased delivery to disease site, decreased systemic toxicity of free drug,[@b102-ijn-13-4727] contains "stealth" feature that allows it to evade premature clearance by the reticuloendothelial system,[@b111-ijn-13-4727] crystallization of drug in liposomes minimizes escape during circulation, lipid encapsulation for high drug:carrier ratio[@b107-ijn-13-4727]   Preferentially concentrates in the skin due to PEG coating, drug leakage, resulting in hand--foot syndrome[@b112-ijn-13-4727]
  Liposomal daunorubicin (Daunoxome)                                                              Passive targeting    Kaposi's sarcoma                                                                         Extended drug circulation, steady liposomal carrier,[@b113-ijn-13-4727] improved pharmacokinetic profile compared to free daunorubcin,[@b114-ijn-13-4727] no PEG coating[@b107-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                                                                                                                  Insufficient drug entrapment[@b115-ijn-13-4727]
  Cytarabine/daunorubicin, liposomal (Vyxeos)                                                     Passive targeting    Acute myeloid leukemia (AML)                                                             Coencapsulates two drugs, significantly improves overall survival, event-free survival, and response observed in patients with acute high-risk AML,[@b116-ijn-13-4727] limited alopecia, shorter infusions[@b117-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                                                                                Optimal patient populations to receive this compound remain unknown, mechanisms responsible for improved outcomes unclear, prolonged cytopenias[@b117-ijn-13-4727]
  Liposome-encapsulated doxorubicin citrate (Myocet)[a](#tfn2-ijn-13-4727){ref-type="table-fn"}   Passive targeting    Breast cancer                                                                            Minimizes cardiac toxicity associated with doxorubicin,[@b114-ijn-13-4727] no PEG coating[@b112-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Stability, drug release, arduous formulation, remote-loading method for preparation[@b118-ijn-13-4727]
  **Polymeric formulations**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Leuprolide acetate and PLGA (Eligard)                                                           Passive targeting    Prostate cancer                                                                          Longer circulation, controlled payload delivery,[@b102-ijn-13-4727],[@b119-ijn-13-4727] different formulations available depending on desired monthly dosage,[@b120-ijn-13-4727] can achieve a double dose of leuprolide release,[@b121-ijn-13-4727] PLGA can be processed into different device morphologies with relative ease[@b122-ijn-13-4727]                          PLGA-based NPs are generally subject to poor drug loading and burst release, many steps required for industrial reproduction[@b123-ijn-13-4727]
  Pegaspargase (Oncaspar)                                                                         Passive targeting    Acute lymphoid leukemia                                                                  Greater protein stability,[@b102-ijn-13-4727] reduces the number of injections of L-asparaginase required[@b124-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Possibility of anti-PEG antibody formation upon administration, occurrence of delayed hypersensitivity reactions to PEG-containing substances, nonbiodegradability of PEG[@b125-ijn-13-4727]

**Notes:**

Available in Canada, but not the US. Other NPs approved for the treatment of cancer but not discussed herein include trastuzumab emtansine (Kadcyla), and NanoTherm (MagForce), which has been clinically discontinued.

**Abbreviations:** FDA, Food and Drug Administration; PEG, polyethylene glycol; PLGA, poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid); NPs, nanoparticles.

###### 

Classical methods of extended-release delivery systems and their limitations

                                                                                                                                Mechanism                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Limitations
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Diffusion system -- reservoir[@b159-ijn-13-4727]--[@b161-ijn-13-4727]                                                         Drug-coated with polymers and released through slow diffusion out of the polymer                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Drugs with higher molecular weight have difficulty diffusing through the membrane
  Diffusion system -- matrix[@b162-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                 Drug dispersed within the polymer and diffuses slowly                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Matrix device cannot achieve zero-order release
  Dissolution reservoir[@b163-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                      Drug coated with slowly dissolving surface                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Different drug solubility and half-lives need to be considered
  Dissolution matrix[@b164-ijn-13-4727],[@b165-ijn-13-4727]                                                                     Drug placed in a slowly dissolving matrix                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Different drug solubility and half-lives need to be considered
  Osmotic systems[@b166-ijn-13-4727]--[@b169-ijn-13-4727]                                                                       Drug surrounded by semipermeable membrane held in a rigid tablet with laser drilled holes; as the tablet passes through the body, water is absorbed through the semipermeable membrane via osmosis, and the resulting osmotic pressure pushes the active drug through the opening in the tablet   A complicated system, difficult to manufacture, irritates the gastrointestinal tract
  Ion-exchange resin[@b170-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                         Drug is attached to cross-linked polymers                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Costly preparation, higher first-pass metabolism, less systemic availability compared to conventional formulations; reduced potential for dose adjustment
  Floating systems[@b171-ijn-13-4727]                                                                                           Drug of lower density than gastric fluids floats on top and releases slowly                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Requires enough gastric fluids present, as well as food
  Matrix systems:[@b172-ijn-13-4727],[@b173-ijn-13-4727] hydrophobic, lipid, hydrophilic, biodegradable, and mineral matrices   Drug held in a mixture of materials that forms channels (due to opposing chemical properties) through which drug is released slowly                                                                                                                                                               Some preparations require extensive preparation and less cost-effective, eg, hydrophobic matrix

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work
